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In this quick video clip from our DSCSA Webinar Series,

Amanda Bettman, GM of Supply Network Orchestration

at TraceLink, explains how TraceLink helps you resolve

DSCSA-driven exceptions faster, better, and more cost-

effectively than ever before. Watch the clip now and then fill out the form to see the

entire webinar.

Your company’s FDA DSCSA 2023 compliance deadline is November 27, 2023. As

DSCSA 2023 adds an interoperable data exchange step to the shipping process,

pharma manufacturers and wholesale distributors can expect a sharp increase in

exceptions due to missing data, product holds, packaging issues, and more, according

to the Healthcare Distribution Alliance (HDA). Slow response to exceptions will

negatively impact customer service. That’s why you need to get ready now.

Watch the full on-demand DSCSA webinar, "Troubleshooting and Managing Exceptions

Under DSCSA," and you’ll learn how to rapidly troubleshoot and identify DSCSA

exceptions. You’ll also learn how to work with your customers in real time to resolve

exceptions fast—before they lead to disruptions, delays, and unhappy customers. Why

should you watch now?

Get a complete overview of the exceptions you can expect when operating under

DSCSA, according to the HDA—and get guidance from TraceLink on how to resolve

them fast.

https://www.tracelink.com/knowledge-base/dscsa-2023-requirements-and-the-capabilities-you-need-to-keep-up
https://www.tracelink.com/tracelink-solutions/dscsa-2023-compliance-drug-manufacturers


 

Learn how manufacturers, wholesale distributors, and pharmacies can collaborate

in real time on a digital network platform to get exceptions resolved quickly and

ensure shipments are received on time, in full.

 

Discover the latest tools and best practices for troubleshooting and collaborating

with customers to resolve exceptions quickly.

Fill out the form on this page to watch the webinar now.
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Watch our DSCSA compliance webinar!

Fill out the form to watch the webinar now.
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